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The Raining Champions

Campus
Briefs

Super Bowl XLI

MASQUERS CELEBRATES
70™ AN NIVERSARY
February 4 marked 70 years for
AASU's Masquers. They will be
celebrating all s eason with live
theater_ performances alumni
reunions and special events.

SGA APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

CHICAGO BEARS

INDIANAPOLIS COLTS
29

17

AFC CHAMPIONS

Applications for SGA Officers and
Senators are now available in the
Student Activities Office in Room
201, MCC Building. Deadline is
February 19.
Leadership applications
are also available online
at www.sa.armstrong.edu/
activities/.

15™ ANNUAL HEALTH
CAREERS INFORMATION
DAY

NFC CHAMPIONS

Head Coach: Tony Dungy
Quarterback: Peyton Manning
Strong Offense
Kicker: Adam Vinatieri
Record:15-4

Head Coach: Lovie Smith
Quarterback: Rex Grossman
Strong Defense
Kicker: Robbie Gould
Record:15-3

Stadium: RCA Dome (55,506)
Owner/CEO: James Irsay
President: Bill Polian

Stadium: Soldier Field (61,500)
President and CEO:
Ted Phillips

Game Leaders:
P. Manning (25-38, 247)
D. Rhodes (21-113)

Game Leaders:
R. Grossman (20-28,165)
T. Jones (15-112)

Super Bowls: 2
2006

Super Bowls: 1

PLAYER STATS

2006

Local high school students and
other interested individuals will Peyton Manning: Passing]
INT
have an opportunity to explore PCT YDS TD
over 30careers and educational 65-0 4397 31
9
programs on February 8, 9:30 12:30 p.m. during the 15 Annual
Flealth Careers Information Fair.

1 0TH ANNUAL AMERICA'S
CONFERENCE
The university will hos t the Amer
ica's Conference, February 9-10
inSolmsHall. Opened to the pub
lic, the meeting will include more
than 50 speakers from Georgia,
South Carolina, New York, Argen
tina, Mexico and Trinidad.
The executive director of the
U.S. Argentina Fulbright Program
in Buenos Aires, Norma Gonzelez
will gi ve the keynote address at
10:30 a.m., February 10.
There is a $10 entrance fee,
covering all lectures and presen
tations for two days.

AASU OPEN H OUSE
There will be an AASU Open
House on February 17 at 10:30
a.m. in the Armstrong Center.
Information on scholarships,
financial aid, admission require
ments, degree programs, student
life, a nd other services and pro
grams will b e available.
For more informa
tion, or to register for the
event, call 1.800.633.2349 or
visit www .es.armstrong.edu/
admissions/openhouse.htm.

/

Rex Grossman: Passing
CT
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TD
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54-6
3193 23
20

Joseph Addai: Rushing

ATT
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226

1081
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PLAYER STATS

Brian Griese: Passing
PCT
YDS
TD TNT
56.3
220
1
2

Dominic Rhodes: Rushing
ATT YDS AVG TD
187
641
3.4
5

Thomas Jones:Rushing
ATT
YDS AVG
TD
296
1210
4.1
6

Marvin Harrison:
REC YDS AVG
95
1366 14.4

Cedric Benson: Rushing
ATT
YDS AVG
TD
157
647
4-1
6

Reggie Wayne: Receiving
REC YDS AVG TD
86
1310 15.2 9

Muhsin Muhammad:Receivi ng
REC YDS
AVG TD
60
863
14.4
5

Marvin Harrison: Touchdowns
TD
RUSH REC PTS
12
o
12
72

Bernard Berrian: Receiving
REC YDS
AVG TD
51
775
15-2
6

Reggie Wayne: Touchdowns
REC YDS AVG TD
9
o
9
56

Cedric Benson: Touchdowns
TD RUSH
REC PTS
6
6
o
36

Season Stats:
25 Sacks
427 Points Scored
360 Points Allowed
4397 Passing Yards
1762 Rushing Yards
15 Interceptions

A Superbowl of Firsts
• First African American Head Coach to go to the Super Bowl
• It was the first time it ever rained on a Super Bowl game
Dungy was the first African American Head Coach to win the Super Bowl
• It was the first time the opening kickoff was run back for a touchdown
FULL STORY ON PAGE4

Season Stats:
40 Sacks
427 Points Scored
255 Points Allowed
3446 Passing Yards
1918 Rushing Yards
24 Interceptions

along with Aramark have
Quiznos, Just beenAASUdiscussing
Tale of the Tape: McCain vs.
growth opportu
nities on campus. The bookstore
the Beginning: will be moving to the Armstrong Clinton & the Iraq War
Dining Services Center.
"We will take over the bookstore
opponent, at this juncture, is Sen.
location and useit for more venues,"
John McCain (R-Ar), a Republican
Expansion
Thompson said. "Venues similar to
with a history of bipartisan coop
what we have now, but maybe one
Joe Cambre

Staff Writer
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A $50 question led to more news
than bargained for. Signs posted
in the cafeteria advertised the
opening of Quiznos; however, the
notices didn't specify when. In a
recent interview, Director of Din
ing Services Jim Thompson said
the sub shop known for its toasted
sandwiches will open in University
Hall, Room 103 by February 12.
Then he divulged a plan for ex
pansion -a plan that would change
the way students viewtheir dining
experience on campus.

more branded concept."
They hope to open the new location
by spring 2008. So, what happens to
the current MCC dining hall?
"There is a proposal to turn the
existing location to a residential allyou-can-eat buffet concept," said
Thompson.
Thompson emphasized that stu
dents would be offered a cha nce to
give their input as to what kind of
venues theywould like to have in the
bookstore location.
Over the next few years, ThompQUIZNOS | Page 2

With a controversial war and
the tribulations of a presidential
administration beset with high
disapproval ratings, the race for
the presidency in 2008 has begun
unexpectedly early.
It is barely two years u ntil the
next election, yet there are already
twenty possible candidates vying
for the nomination of their respec
tive parties, either with explor
atory committees or by officially
running.
Sen. Hillary Clinton (D-NY) has
received the most media attention
thus far as she seems to be the
spearhead for Democratic control of
the executive in '08. Her mostlikely

eration.
A Newsweek poll on January 30
places McCain six points behind
Clinton (50%—44%), which is a
five-point drop for McCain in the
same poll a week earlier. As was
suggested at CNN.com, the drop
in points could possibly be attrib
uted to McCain's support for the
president's planned troop surge in
Iraq, unfurled earlier this year.
Publicly in favor of a t roop in
crease, McCain stands at an oppo
site end of th e political spectrum
ELECTIONS | Page 2

Page 21 News

The Inkwell,Week of

CALENDAR AASU Police Depart
OF EVENTS ments Works with City

Police to Make
Michael Martin

Staff Writer
On Thursday, February 8, Univer
sity Police and the Savannah-Cha
tham Metropolitan Police Depart
ment (SCMPD) will participate in
three interagency training exercises
on campus.
The exercises will simulate a
hostage and live explosive setting in
which both AASU and SCMPD work
together to neutralize the threat.
All three scenarios will include
a person sitting in a chair with an
explosive either in the person's lap
or strapped to the chair. The exer
cises create a realistic environment
for the officers to train.
"We're doing this so that we can
better respond if a situation like
this occurs and so they can se
e what
we're doing to provide service to the
community," AASU Police Chief
Mack Seckinger said.
The three locations for the ex
ercises include the campus police
headquarters, Fine ArtsAuditorium
Editor in Chief
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News Editor
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A & E Editor
I
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and possibly Solms Hall.
The police will conduct the
training during normal school
hours; however, there is one dif
ference:
"We're not evacuating the
campus, we're just teaching the
officers how to respond... we want
the public to be informed so that it
doesn't create any undue panic,"
Seckinger explained.
The Chief said that working
with SCMPD will create a practical
work relationship between the two
departments.
"Hopefully, we can work a
lot better together because we've
trained together," said Seck
inger.
Training will begin Thursday,
February 8, 8:30 am until 5:00
pm. University Police asks that
students continue their sched
ule.
For more information contact
the campus police at (912) 9215555. or visit their website at:
www.safety.armstrong.edu.

QUIZNOS | From Pagel
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World News
Briefs
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL BODY
GAINS SUPPORT

French president, Jacques Chi
rac called for nations around
the world to inevitably slow
down the effects of global
warming and to protect the
planet by implementing a new
Environmental Body.
The recent release of a sci
entific report in Paris states that
mankind was likely respo nsible
for g lobal warming. As m any
as 46 nations back Chirac's
idea; however, the United
States/China and India are not
included.
"It is our responsibility. The
future of humanity depends
on it," Chirac said at a Frenchsponsored environmental con
ference. One of the proposed
ways of taking responsibility in
cludes policing p owers to pun
ish violators.
"Some large countries still must
be convinced," the Fre nch pres
ident said. "[They a re] refusing
to accept the consequences
of their acts."

THOUSAND DEATHS IN ONE
WEEK

Gun battles, drive-by shootings
and bomb attacks killed ap
proximately 1000 people in Iraq
in one week's time said h
t e Iraqi
interior Ministry. The most recent
incident was a bloody bomb at
tack on a crowded market in
Baghdad - killing 128 people
and injuring 343.

placing a cap on troop numbers in
an
effort to scale down America's
son said they hope to expand more
military
presence.
throughout the university grounds,
On
the
other hand, Sen. McCain,
making dining options more conve
who
is
a
Vietnam
War veteran and
nient for both residential students
former
POW,
supports
the planned
and non-residential.
increase.
"I believe that together these SEX OFF ENDER DISGUISED AS A
ELECTIONS | Page 2
moves will give the Iraqis and 12 YEAR-OLD PUPIL
from Clinton, a stalwart opponent Americans the best chance of suc
to the president's plan.
cess," he said in an interview with A 29 year-old sex offender, Neil
"I don't think it's going to sell," CBS News, though the congres- Rodreick posed as a 12 yearsaid Sen. Clinton in an interview sionally sponsored, bipartisan Iraq old student named Casey
last week with Keith Qlberman of Study Group has called for a mili Price in Phoenix, Arizona for
CNBC. "I think that a majority of tary withdrawal by early 2008. He four months. In ord er to make
Democrats and a sizable number challenged dissenters, like Clinton, himself look younger, Rodreick
of Republicans are turning against to say what they think would hap shaved his b ody hair and cov
this policyof escalation, not because pen if we were to withdraw from ered his stubble with makeup.
we don't want to fight the war on Iraq.
"He absolutely looked ageterror—in fact, we want to fight it
"If we walk away from Iraq," he appropriate," school spokes
smarter and better—but because it said, "we'll be back, possibly in the woman Rhonda Cagle told the
is only a slice of a strategy."
context of a wider war in the world'
s New York Times newspaper.
In a recent speech in Davenport, most volatile region."
Rodreick spent seven years in
Iowa, she added that she wants the
The war in Iraq will be a decid prison for lewdly propositioning
president to "extricate" the U.S. ing factor in the '08 election, tho
ugh a six year-old boy in 1996.
from Iraq before his term is over. strategy is presently a subject of Administration at Imagine Char
She further stated that handing the contentious debate.
ter School eventually expelled
war over to his successor was "the
In their other areas of political Rodreick for poor attendance in
height of irresponsibility". Sen. interest, both candidates are pro- 2006. Police arrested him when
Clinton favors a more diplomatic choice, and both have opposed the he tried to enroll in another
approach to the war that includes president's initiatives to cut taxes. school. They charged him with
more pressure on the Iraqi govern Sen. Clinton has been a strong ad forgery and fraud.
ment to secure the country and vocate of universal healthcare.

Who You Should Know on Campus
Rachael Hartman

Armstrong Cen
ter and for other
Josh Lloyd began working as faculty on-camChef and Production Manager at pus needs.
AASU la st week, but he already
"Yesterday
has plans in mind for the future. we did an event
Lloyd's Bachelors of Culinary Arts for the Presi
from Scottsdale Culinary Institute dent and Vice
in Scottsdale, Arizona and his ten President," the
years in food service more than new chef said.
qualify him for his new role.
"I enjoy cater-,
"I love the food here; we try to ing; it giyes you
keep a good variety. The cooks a chance to be a
do a good job at batch cooking so little more indi
that everything is fresh. But we vidualized—to
are going to get new menus and show what you
new recipes. A lot of more healthy can do. I re
options; start making things fresh ally like soups,
that we usually get pre-made," sauces and grill
Lloyd said.
ing. I'd like to do
Health and variety are Lloyd's something here
main concerns. He wants to en like a steak night
sure everyone has options.
once a month,"
"Jim's doing a good job keep said Lloyd.
ing fresh vegetables, but we are
He also en
going to expand it a bit. We've had joys cooking at
vegetarians come in and we've not home.
had much to offer them, so we are
"Definitely on the weekends
working toward changing that too. I do a lot of cooking. I like to
That home line is meat, potatoes grill mostly. I try to get my wife
and a lot of butter; we are going to cook, but she hates to cook. I
to change that".
can barely get her to cook pasta.
Lloyd's responsibilities are I think it was a perfect match,"
not limited to the cafeteria; he Lloyd said.
also oversees catering at the
All of th e Dining Services staff
Staff Writer

CALVIN MILLER J R. | Photo Editor

Josh Lloyd prepares
vegetables
*

members work for Aramark, an
international food service com
pany that contracts with college
campuses, businesses, stadiums,
arenas and public schools.

News and Opinions | Page 3

Opinions

The Gifted
Hands of a
Man

Truth is on its way

In honor of Black History Month, Dr.
Benjamin S. Carson is honored for his
work as a doctor.
Angela Mensing
News Editor

Yale.
In medi
cal
school at
"You can do anything they can do.
Only you must try to do it better." the University of Michigan, the young
Those were words Dr. Benjamin man changed his interest from psy
S. Carson's mother used to say to chiatry to neurosurgery - a change
encourage her son to succeed in that has saved and/or enhanced the
life of many. By th e age of 32, Dr.
life. And succeed he has.
Carson, a Detroit native, strug Carson was Director of Pediatric Neu
gled in school when hewas a young rosurgery at John Hopkins Hospital
boy. His mother worried about her in Baltimore.
He made medical history in 1987
son. She decided to place restric
when
he successfully separated the
tions on him by limiting television
Siamese
Binder Twins who were at
time, making him stay inside until
tached
at
the back of the head. Every
homework was complete, requir
previous
attempt by other doctors
ing him to read two library books
a week, and then having him write performing similar surgeries failed,
causing the death of one or both
a report on what he read.
Her emphasis placed on his edu twins.
After 22 hours in the operating
cation paid off. A love for learning
grew in the young boy, and ignited room, Dr. Carson along with a 70a flame within him to become a member surgical team saved both
physician. Carson graduated with twins, allowing them to survive in
honors in high school, and then dependently. Yet that was just the
earned a degree in Psychology at beginning of surgical innovations.

Lauren Hunsberger
Layout Editor

He also performed
the first intra-uterine
procedure that relieves
pressure on the brain on
a hydrocephalic baby - a condition
also called "water on the brain." For
infants sufferingfrom uncontrollable
seizures, the doctor performed the
first hemispherectomy, a surgery
that removes half of the baby's
brain and stops the seizures, while
the remaining half compensates for
the missing one.
His surgical achievements helped
to make him an inspiration to others.
In 1997, he took a break from per
forming surgeries and began touring
the country to talk to young people.
He wrote three books - "Gifted
Hands," "Think Big" and "The Big
Picture".
Dr. Carson's devotion to giving
back to others also led himto start a
non-profit organization with his wife,
Candy, to help hard-working youth
fund college.

Family Reunites with Lost Dog after Six Years
Sara Walden
Staff Writer
sw2027@students.armstrong.edu

It all began in July of 2000
when the Barczewski family of St.
Louis, Missouri forgot to close their
gate, and their beloved golden re
triever escaped from his backyard.
Family members posted neighbor
hood signs and persisted with calls,
but they were not able to find him.
As time went by, the Barczewski
family never forgot about the dog
they called Cujo. Their daughter,
Kayla, was only four years old when
her pet disappeared. She hung a red
stocking for him each year at Christ
mas timeand held ontohis memory—
hoping he would someday return.
Six years came and
went, and Cujo wandered far
ther away from St. Louis.
He somehow made a 120-mile
doggy side-trip to the home of an
elderly woman in Columbia, Mis

souri. Cujo became Willy. The
woman took care of him until she
became too ill to continue and
entered a nursing home facility.
Willy was alone in her home un
til his third stop took him to the
Central Missouri Humane Society.
His future was uncertain. His
ears were infected, and he was
mostly deaf. His yellow fur was
matted, and the shelter had to
shave it down to make him com
fortable. He even had a broken
toe to prove his years of travel.
Willy was elderly like his
previous owner, and euthana
sia was likely. But, the shelter
placed him up for adoption.
Bob Tillay, president of Dirk's
Fund—a St. Louis-based rescue
group that has found homes for
more than 900 golden retriev
ers—spotted Willy on the shelter's
website and gave him another
chance.

SCMPD Strategies to Reduce Crime
Carmen Branchi
Staff Writer

In January, the Savannah-Cha
tham Metropolitan Police Depart
ment (SCMPD) issued a press
release regarding the Southside
Precinct's strategies for continuing
the decline in crimes committed on
the Southside.
They credit the 36.1 percent
crime reduction seen during recent
the holiday season with the pres
ence of additional officers. The
2006 holiday statistics show that
the emergence of specialized units
within the task force has been ben

eficial to citizens. Such specialized
units include mounted patrol and
aerial surveillance—a way for the
police to scan the city of Savannah
within a few minutes.
Citizens of t he Southside can
expect to see more police presence
on the streets.
"Non-traditional shift changes
will continue to add to declines in
crime," said Officer Anthony Fulton,
SCMPD Public Affairs. "The nontraditional shift is from 12 pm to 8
pm and produces additional officers
on the streets."
All m easures implemented in
the holiday season of 2006 will
continue, as the numbers indicate

He made sure that old Willy
found good veterinary care, a fos
ter home, and an adoption picture
on the website Dirksfund.com.
In the meantime, Willy served
as a temporary pet for nurs
ing home residents. But he
really needed a big, safe yard
where he could run off t he leash.
That's when Noreen Barczewski's
brother-in-law, Michael Barczews
ki, went to Dirksfund.com looking
for a pet to adopt and immediately
recognized the dog. His picture re
vealed a much thinner and grayer
Cujo, but the old dog still had his
trademark white patch on his fore
head and furry white toes that the
family was sure to recognize.
The reunion happened on
January 26, 2007, and a much
older Kayla was there to wel
come her buddy back home.
"I had something in my heart,
and I knew he wasn't gone," Kayla
said.
a winning strategy.
Compared to 2005 statistics, the
Southside experienced declines
in aggravated assault, burglary,
larceny, and auto theft. However,
there were increases in robbery,
rape and homicide.
Larceny represents the sharpest
decline; Robberies increased the
highest.
Overall, there were a reported
1,996 fewer crimes committed on
the Southside than in 2005.
Safety on the Southside is not
totally dependent on the SCMPD.
Fulton advises citizens to "be
vigilant and when you spot a crime
please call immediately. Another
way to get involved is to partici
pate in Neighborhood Watch pro
grams."

years ago to cause the globe to be
much warmer than it is today?",
"Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday
The devastating hurricane sea forecast for my area are 10 and 8
son of 2005, which spawned the degrees Fahrenheit. Global warm
infamous Katrina, the publica ing is just a myth spread by people
tion of Al Gore's An Inconvenient with an agenda," and my personal
Truth, and Nancy Pelosi's initiation favorite "What if the sun is putting
of a special committee designated to out increased heat energy? I suspect
battle global warming all contribute this is the case."
Basically people either accept
to making globalwarming one ofthe
most discussed and debated topics responsibility for global warming or
they believethat because the change
of our times.
On Friday Feb. 2 the Inter is only about a three to eight degree
governmental Panel on Climate difference that the deviation is only
Change, made up of top scientists part of the earth's natural warming
from around the world, released its patterns. However what these
fourth and most conclusive report non-believers don't realize is that
since 1990 with hopes of finally the rapidity of the warming, rather
than the number of degrees, is
ending the debate.
The conclusion of the report was what's alarming. The Earth's natu
"that there is at least a 90 percent ral warming trends literally took
chance that humans -caused emis hundreds of thousands of degree
sions are the main fact
or in warming to warm as opposed to fifty years.
Also, three to five degree makes
since 1950." While this is not yet to
o
percent, it is important to remem a huge difference when it comes
ber that this is a growing body of to ice. The melting polar caps are
evidence and that more and more already making a huge impact on
evidence is constantly being added. our sea levels. The report says that
But, despite the overwhelm by 2100 the sealevels could possibly
ing evidence there are still people rise two feet. Twofeet is lot ofwater
out there who can't believe that considering the size of the bodies
humans and their excessive waste of water we are talking about. And
output have a dramatic effect on our again it is so important to realize
environment. The New York Times that comparatively speaking one
online ran a story on the results of hundred years is a blink of an eye.
We must begin to treat this issue
the reports and there was an imme
diate flood of responses. Although with urgency because if don't the
the majority believed that we are damage may become irreversible.
indeed the cause of global warming, And as a coastal city we especially
I was blown away at the amount of need to be concerned because we
people who were still indenial about will be the first to go underwater.
Whether we are responsible or not
global warming.
Let me share just a few responses for the warming itis happening, and
that I think are worth mentioning: we need to prepare for the changes.
"if humans are responsible for global But changes can't be made until the
warming what did we do 3 million denial is gone.

Aqua Teen Hunger Force99
Promotes Bomb Threats
Paul Kauffman
Current Affairs Columnist

The city of Boston came to a
standstill on January 31 due to a
bomb threat.
Ten boxes, which were electronic
motherboards attached to light
bulbs, were scattered throughout
the city. Traffic came toa grinding
halt as Homeland Security and
local police investigated the suspi
cious packages.
As it turns out the boxes were
not packaged jihad, but adver
tisements for Aqua Teen Hunger
Force's (ATHF) new movie. ATHF
is a cartoon that runs on Cartoon
Network's Adult Swim.Thankfully,
The Department of Homeland Se
curity was able to react with preci
sion and to determine, perhaps by
the large cartoon character on the
boxes, what they really were.
Of co urse, Fox News and the
other media personnel reacted

Letters to the
Dear Editor:

they have the disease,"
according to the American
Diabetes Association's
most recent report.
Situational factors and
emotional response such
as stress related reactions,
diet management constraints and in
adequate finances are substantial bar
riers to optimal diabetes self-care.
College doesn't have to affect the
lifestyle though. Proper dieting (eat
ing on time or at least on a schedule),
limiting sugar intake by making a
more conscious use of natural sugars,
i.e. fruits, to replace that candy bar or
soda (most 120Z. sodas exceed 55g of
sugar), and frequent blood sugar test
ing are basic steps tosustain a normal
healthy life.
Due to concerns surrounding un
diagnosed cases and pre-diabetes,
doctors advise individuals to look for
these symptoms: constant thirst, con
stantly having to use the bathroom,
and heavy fatigue.
A simple AlCtest provided by many
physicians and also the new OTCver

HEALTH
ACORNERJ k
Johnathon Robinson
Staff Writer

College Students with diabetes
are at a greater health risk than
those who have a normal func
tioning routine schedule. For
diabetics, time is of the essence
due to constant maintenance
required by the lifestyle.
AASU's January 27 "Diabetes
University" focused on concern
and maintenance.
"There are 20.8 million
children and adults in the United
States, or 7% of the population,
who have diabetes. While an
estimated 14.6 million have
been diagnosed, unfortunately,
6.2 million people (or nearly
one-third) are unaware that

sion will evaluate your sugar levels
and can help you adjust the amount
of sugar intake. The test works by
gauging your blood glucose levels
for a period of 2-4 months and can
help to minimize the complications
from elevated blood sugar levels.
There issome light, though, possi
bly available fordiabetics. Canadian
scientists were able to curediabetes
in rats using a neuropeptide and red
chili pepper extract. Identifying
"their" cause of d iabetes from the
inability for the nerve receptor in
the pancreas to produce and secrete
insulin.
The researchers caution that they
have yet toconfirm their findings in
people, but say they expect results
from human studies within a year
or so.
Any treatment that may emerge
and help some patients would likely
be years away from hitting the
market. This breakthrough could
help enhance and restore thequality
of life for many diabetics.

with the same sensational journal
istic integrity they apply to all their
endeavors—doing their best to
make sure John Q. Public is good
and scared.
After the incident, Cartoon Net
work, (Owned byTurner broadcast
ing) issued an apology claiming
the advertising was done by an
independent third party and that
they are investigating fully.
So this is the new state of affairs,
not only do we have to worry about
the oceans of extremely pissed-off
Muslims we created with a triggerhappy foreign policy. There's a new
threat: Animated terrorists trying to
create a cartoon caliphate that rules
over the entire world.
Though Cartoon Network
apologized, many anime-terrorism
experts are predicting that the mas
termind himself, Sheik Peter Grif
fin, was actually behind the attack.
God help us.

Kevin Daiss' column regard
ing Hillary Clinton was just plain
tacky.
Calling himself a "humor col
umnist" is the only thing about the
column that made me laugh. May
I suggest that Mr. Daiss read and
study the writings of Molly Ivins,
Al Franken, and the late Art Buchwald to discover how true political
humorists convey their thoughts? I
would also like to recommend to him
the useful book 30 Days to a More
Powerful Vocabulary. Perhaps Mr.
Daiss would learn that he could
project his thoughts with less need
Dear Editor:
I was disappointed to see Kevin
Daiss' so-called humor column (The
Youth and Beauty Brigade: On the
End of the World as We KnowIt) of
January 25.
First, there was no humor. In
stead we were treated to an ugly,

ill-informed and scatological rant
on Hillary Clinton's presidential
aspirations. Mr. Daiss would be
the first to wrap himself in the
First
Amendment, but nothing says
that The Inkwell must print
filthy tripe. He not only demeans
himself, but the publication and
the university.
Daiss admits he doesn't know
what an exploratory committee
is or what Senator Clinton talked
about in her announcement. In
stead, he resorts to a list of cheap
and lewd shots at Mrs. Clinton's
appearance, her husband's pec
cadilloes, and, incomprehensibly,
comparing her to Hitler because
their names both begin with an H.
Brilliant observation.
I would hope that in the future
The Inkwell would show more
taste and journalistic restraint
before running any more sophomoric trash like this.
Barry J. Ostrow
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Raining Champs
Pria Abraham
Sports Editor

CALVIN MILLER JR. I Photo Editor

Derrek Miller readies himself for the incoming ball.

Baseball: AASU Bounce Back in Season Opener
Francisco Resto
Staff Writer
The Pirates played at home
last Saturday against 20th ranked
Mount Olive and registered a win
and a loss in the season's opening
double-header.
The Trojans grabbed the first
game 10-3, but AASU was able
to come back in the second game
and win 4-1.

In the first game the visitors were
tough to crack with eleven hits and
a strong performance by pitcher
Jeff Chase. Sean Hotzak supplied
the offense for the Pirates and was
responsible for the three runs.
Nonetheless, AASU could not turn
things around.
The second game was a differ
ent story, however, as AASU scored
three runs in just the first inning.
The Pirates preserved their advan

tage through some excellent pitch
ing by Rivers (1-0) who struck out
six players. Infielder Josh Dallas
commented on the improved atti
tude in the second match: "We still
struggled but we were less nervous
and we got our jitters out the way.
We tried to be more aggressive and
we played a lot better the second
game."
The Pirates will host Florida Tech
next on February 9 at 2 pm.

Super Bowl XLI united people from
all over the country to come together
for an American pastime but also to
show support for their fellow citizens
that lost so much only days earlier.
Earlier in the week three killer tor
nados hit central Florida destroying
at least 1300 homes and buildings
and killing at least 20 people. Super
Bowl XLI proved to be a go
od distrac
tion for the disaster victims in central
Florida. The game opened with a mo 16-14.
The second half of the game
ment of silence to recognize the ones
proved to be the Colts having to
lost due to the three tornados.
Floridians weren't the only ones make the right choices but main
who were distracted; Colts fans were taining their lead over the Bears at
all smiles when the Indianapolis the same time.
The third quarter was all field
Colts beat the Chicago Bears 29-17.
The Colts' Peyton Manning led the goals. Vinatieris' 24-yard field goal
victory making 25 out of 38 passes was good for the Colts. Vinatieri
made yet another 20-yard field
for 247 yards.
It looked as though mother nature goal. The Bears' Robbie Gould 44was rooting for the Bears when not yard field was good and it left the end
even two minutes into the game, of the third quarter at 22-17.
The Colts continued ahead in
Bears' rookie Devan Hesters made
a 92 yard opening kick-off return. the fourth quarter. The Bears' Rex
Wading through the field wasn't what Grossman made a pass that was in
the Colts had in mind nor were they tended for Muhammed, but was in
used to it since they play on an indoor tercepted by the Colts' Hayden at the
field. The Bears, however, were used Indianapolis 44-yard line. Hayden
to natures wild ways since they play ran it for 56 yards for a touchdown.
oh an outdoor field. With a good Vinatieris' kick was good, leaving the
kick, the score was 7-0 not even five final score at 29-17.
The stonewall defense of the Bears
minutes into the game.
It was all fumbles, interceptions, proved strong but not strong enough
and turnovers before Peyton Man for the Colts. Peyton Manning led the
ning made his move. Manning victory making 25 out of 38 passes
didn't let this or his injured thumb for 247 yards and a 53-yard touch
stop him from making a pass for 53 down pass. Manning was named
yards to Reggie Wayne who made the MVP.
the touchdown. Adam Vinatieri's

Tiger's Streak comes to a Halt
Jamison Dowd
Staff Writer

Men's Tennis: No. 7 AASU5, No. 2 Lynn 3
Women's Tennis: No. 2 AASU 5, No. 4 Lynn 2
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell
The AASU tennis squads swept
adual match from Lynn University
on Saturday afternoon in amatchup
ofTopio-ranked men's and women's
tennis teams. The No. 2-ranked
Lady Piratesopened the season
with a 5-2 win over No. 4-ranked
Lynn, while the No. 7-ranked Pirates

pulled off the upset with a 5-3 vic
tory over the No. 2-ranked Knights.
The Pirate men swept all three
doubles matches, including a big
win by duo Christian Bergh and
Robert Jendelund, who knocked off
the Super Bowl Doubles Champions
and top-ranked duo of Julien Carsuzaa and Dennis Riegraf, 8-5. Singles
wins by Taavo Ross at No. 6 singles
and Paul Bishop at No. 2 singles
then clinched the match for AASU.

extra point was aborted. The first
quarter wasn't over yet, however,
and the Bears' Rex Grossman made
a pass for 4yards to Muhsin Muham
mad for a touchdown. With the kick
good, the score at the end of the first
quarter was 14-6.
The Colts came back in the sec
ond quarter. Vinatieris' 29-yard field
goal was good. The Colts ended the
first half of the game with Dominic
Rhodes scoring another touch
down.
Going into the halftime show, the
Colts were in the lead by two points,

Tiger Woods fell short of the
most impressive feat in all of golf
Sunday.
Tiger had won the last seven pro
fessional tournaments he entered
starting with the British Open
The women, meanwhile, picked Championship in July of last year.
up two doubles wins and three However, his winning streak ended
singles wins in knocking off the when he finished tied for third inthe
Lady Knights. Top-ranked singles Dubai Desert Classic at the Emirates
player Iuliia Stupak defeated No. 9- Golf Club.
ranked Vici Weltz, 6-3, 6-3, while
Tiger opted to skip the PGA's FBR
Johanna Dahlback and Gabriella Open (in which Aaron Baddeley won
Kovacs also picked up singles wins. at 21 under par) for the European
The Lady Pirates will return to tour's Dubai Classic. The Dubai
action on Sunday with a 9:00 a.m. offered a greater depth in talent
match at Nova Southeastern to close and posed more of a challenge for
out the season-opening Florida trip. the number one golfer in the world.

Although Tiger struggled with his
putter all week, he finished at a
very respectful 17 under par, only
two shots behind the victor Henrik
Stenson.
Tiger's third place finish put an
end to what many were seeing as a
potential end to the greatest record
in golf. In 1945, Byron Nelson won
an unprecedented 11 consecutive
tournaments and a total of 18 that
season. Tiger tied the record for
second longest winning streak with
six wins back in 2000. With his
win at the Buick Invitational two
weeks ago, Tiger now stands alone
in second place with seven consecu
tive wins.
Although, Tiger does hold a few
records of his own, including the all
time career money earnings record
at almost 67 million dollars.

der of the

Some Excitement & Leadership To Your Life Today! For more information,
contactMAJAmmonM5eoi£i^

I
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CALVIN MILLER JR. |Photo Editor

Frarik Twum Barimah tries for a steal from Miles Yarbrough.

Indoor Soccer: Devils Falter,
DeadHeads Triumph
Francisco Resto

Staff Writer

Super Bowl Sunday caused
indoor soccer to have a sudden
schedule change, which had
some of the players showing up
at the wrong times. Tournament
favorites Red Devils suffered the
most from it and had only one
substitute available during game
play. This led to theirfirst defeat
of the season at the hands of the
Fighting Cabbage, 12-8.
Devils player Julian Hernan
dez (5 goals in the season) out
lined some of the other reasons
for the upset: "We were unde
cided about our keeper and the
whole defensive line was push

ing up too much and not falling
back. We were too offensive."
The Devils did manage to re
bound in the second game against
Sprinkle, who had an impressive
showing last Sunday but failed to
reproduce that form.
In other results, the Brainsmashers lost to the Deadheads—
although only by a small margin,
11-10.
With this reshlt, Brainsmashers
were eliminated from the tourna
ment, but will still play the final
game. The final regular round
will be played February li and
will be decisive for three teams:
Deadheads, PT, and Sprinkle. All
of these three must win to dispel
the threat of elimination.

Women's Basketball:
Augusta State 67, AASU 64
Chad Jackson

Special to the Inkwell

Host AugustaState edgedAASU, 6754, in an overtime Peach BeltConfer
ence women's basketball victoiyover
wsitingAASU on Wednesdayevening.
The Lady Pirates (10-10,4-5 PBC)
erased a six-point deficit in the fi
nal two and a half minutes to force
overtime. Tana Griffithsscored seven
straight points, her last two coming
on alayup with 26.5 seconds remain
ing to make the score 60-58. After a
missed free throw by the Lady Jag
uars' Shirrell Ford, Jasmine Herron
went to the line and made two free
throws with 10.1 seconds left to tie
the score. Tracey Paschal missed a
layup try at the buzzerfor ASU, send
ing the game into an extra frame.
In overtime, neither team found
the scoring column for the first two
minutes, but baskets byAlia Batovska and Pascal put the Lady Jaguars
fiq-6 c-4 PBC) up three, 64-61, with
1-03 left Shirrell Ford hit one of two

free throws for the Jaguars, but

Nicole Homage's first three of t he
game cut the lead toone, 65-64, with
29.8 seconds left. A turnover gave
the Lady Pirates the ball with 17.6
seconds left, but Jasmine Herron's
one-handed shotin thelane withone
seconds left would not fallfor AASU.
Ford's two free throws capped the
scoring for the Lady Jaguars.
Griffiths finished with 18 points
on the night to lead the LadyPirates,
while Kaneetha Gordon added her
sixth straight double-double with
12 points and 15 rebounds. Brittany
Jarrard's season-high 20 points off
the bench led the Lady Jaguars,
while Ford finished with a doubledouble of19 points and12 rebounds.
Both teams entered halftime
tied at 28-all after Jarrard hit a
three-pointer as the first half clock
expired. The Lady Pirates forced
15 turnovers by the Lady Jaguars
in the first half, which helped
offset the 5-of-7 threes made by
Augusta State before intermission.

Cooks $9-$12 hr
Dishwashers $ 8 hr
AM Servers $ 5 hr plus tips
Pm Servers $ 3.25hr plus tips
Bartenders $5.25hr to 6.25hr plus tips
Hostesses $8 hr
Bussers $7.25hr plus tips
Front Desk Agents $8.50hr
Housekeeping $8.00hr
Benefits include:
Dental and Health Insurance, Vacation, and Paid Holidays

Apply in Person or call
Ocean Plaza Beach Resort

H.R. Department (912)786-7777 ext 561
Email: RMcCoy@oceanplaza.com

15 St and Ocean Front
Tybee Island, GA
EEO & Drug Free Work Place

Deep Water
Access!
• Marsh and Waterfront Views.

• Award Winning Landscape Community.
• Spacious one, two and three bedroom
condos on 33-acre natural preserve with
200 ft. floating dock providing full-time
deep water access.
• Select homes include spacious sunrooms,
fireplaces, vaulted ceilings with ceiling fans.
Garages available.
• Resort style pool, children's pool
and fitness center.
• Control access gated community.

Men's Basketball:
No. 21 Augusta State 77, AASU 53
uars onceagain blistered the Pirates
from beyond the arc, hitting 5 of 8
Chad Jackson
threes in the second half and 7 of17
Special to the Inkwell
for
the
game.
Right before halftime, the Pirates
iked Augusta State
converted on an out-of-bounds
s hold on firstplace
play as Bryan Taylor hit a layup
elt Conference with a
as time expired to tie the game
.53 victory over visitat 29-all. Taylor and Patrick
Wednesday evening- Sanou combined for 17 of the Pi
tate (17-3. 9-0 PBC) rates' 29 points in the first half.
in to snapa3i-all tie
Taylor led the Pirates with 14
ges of the second halt, points on the night, while Sanou
•i lead with 14:56 left added 12. Bowman, the Peach
king back in winning Belt's leading scorer, led all play
tat home. The Pirates ers
with 21 points on the night to
:) shot just 267 per- go with 12 rebounds. Ben Madield in the second halt gen added 15 for the Jaguars.
e game, whilethe Jag

From $103,900

JtA

hoovercreekcondos.com

912.920.1166

Hoover Creek

TOI &

PLANTATION

12300 Apache Avenue
'See agent for details. Information is believed to be accurate but not warranted.
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LOCAL ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

Savannah Roots and the
Marshgrass Boys
Jim Muenckler
Staff Writer

It was a slow night at Fiddler's
on the Southside Tuesday, January
30, but Georgia Kyle and the
Marshgrass Boys brought much
needed energy to the deserted bar.
The lagoon light water fall accented
the bluegrass vibe that the night
was lacking. Georgia Kyle and the
Marshgrass Boys put 6n a show
that encompassed country style
and bluegrass twang. .
If you don't like country music
this IS the band for you. Somehow
they have found a talented way to
mix sounds like Willie Nelson with
the soul of a banjo and screaming
fiddle.
Georgia Kyle said it best with:
"We play old country music and
Georgia Kyle

bluegrass, and make our own
style called Marshgrass." The
band includes Georgia Kyle on
guitar, vocals, and harmonica;
Jimmy Wolling on the banjo;
"Fiddlin'" Scott Holton on the
fiddle, of course; and Tim Burke
on the bass. These four guys can
transform any slow night into a
party.
Libby Green, a junior at AASU,
said, "I have been listening to Kyle
for four years and can't get enough
of him. I normally wouldn't listen
to this type of music but they play
everything from bluegrass to Tom
Petty. The first time I heard Kyle
and Fiddlin' Scott cover 'Wild
Horses,' I knew I wanted them to
play at my wedding."
If you are interested in hearing
Georgia Kyle and the Marshgrass

Boys play, they are at
Fiddlers on the Southside
every Tuesday night from
6 to 10 pm. They are also
playing a benefit concert on
Tybee Island at Fannies on
the Beach, on Saturday, Feb.
17 from 2-6 pm. Georgia Kyle
said, "The concert isintended
to help rebuild Cafe Loco on
Tybee." Tickets are $20,
which covers a BBQ plate,
live and silent auctions,
and—most importantly—live
music for a great cause.
Check out the
Marshgrass
Boys
on
www.georgiakyle.com or
you can visit their MySpace
page at www.myspace.com/
georgiakyle2006.

JIM MUENCKLER |Staff Writer

/Hcvie Review
66

Catch and Release": How Appropriate

Jacqueline Lawrence
Staff Writer

"Catch and Release" is a fish
ing metaphor. Great. I'm bored
already. That may be a little harsh,
but honestly, any romantic comedy
that follows the formula this closely
is kind of asking for it. The only real
departure writer/director Susannah
Grant employs is starting off with a
funeral. It all kind of goes downhill
from there.
Gray Wheeler (Jennifer Garner)
was engaged. That is, until her hus
band-to-be died in a tragic skiing
accident. Apparently, Gray has no
friends of her own, so she moves
in with her fiancees buddies: Sam
(Kevin Smith), Dennis (Sam Jaeger)
and sometimes-roommate Fritz
(Timothy Olyphant). Fritz is the
misunderstood jerk—and the hot
test of the three—so naturally Gray
yells at him for being insensitive

before falling madly in love with
him. Oh, and Gray's fiancee had a
few small secrets: like he was rich
and had an affair that resulted in
a baby.
The actors seem to do the best
they can with what they've got. Gar
ner nails the role of grieving widow
until she nails the best friend. Oly
phant is somewhat charming and
can pull off the insensitive jerk
rather well. I'm not entirely sure
why Kevin Smith is in this movie,
but I'm glad he is. Pretty much the
sole comic relief; he's the one per
son you cannot hate.
The shining moments of this film
are the least romantic or comedic.
Anyone who has experienced loss
will be struck by how accurately it
is portrayed. Little things make you
cry, and everyone you know coming
up to you just so they can say "sor
ry" is more than a little madden
ing. However, instead of focusing

Not Such A
Bastard After All
"The Greedy Bastard Diary" by Eric Idle
Erin Legette

touching of reminisces. Jokes from
his stage tour are even included in
the
book (a Python fan's duty to
This reviewer can't remember
own!),
all of which are hilarious
when a book ever made her laugh
and
full
of wit.
harder—or as much.
Idle
says
he started the Greedy
The ex-Monty Python mqpber,
Bastard
Tour
in order to make
Eric Idle, kept this "diary" over the
some
money
but
ended up doing
course of his 80-day comic tour of
something
even
better
and more
America and Canada (some 15,000
important—the
reader
is left to
miles). As a result it developed not
find
out
what
it
is.
only as a partial travelogue but also
That's right, "Ifart in your general
as a memoir. The Python, famous
direction!"
(a joke Python fans can
for one-liners (some favorites be
recognize,
yet,
for Mr. Idle, it feels
ing: "I'm just trying to earn enough
to get my daughter through college appropriate).
Bottom Line: This ex-Python
and my wife through collagen."and
hasn't
lost a step—and let's hope
"For f*** sake, if Scientology canbe
he
never
does—proving that he is
rated a religion, then Pythonology
anything
but
a "greedy bastard."
ought to qualify under any decent
tax system.") writes about his truly
touching accounts of be ing left at
boarding school, losing a father he
never knew, his mother's death,
and the deaths of his closest
friends. The chapter about George
Harrison was incredibly poignant.
He writes ever-lovingly about his
wife, daughter, friends (alive
and deceased) and reminisces
about old Python days (like
Terry Jones strip teasing in
front of a bunch of ex-German
officers).
While the reader will recog
nize his honesty, his humor is
ever present even in the most
Staff Writer

t

on this journey and the difficul
ties she faces when discovering
secrets about the only person she
thought she truly knew, the audi
ence is given a good dose ofcamp
to choke down. Most plot points
feel rushed and under-explained.
Any frequent moviegoer will be
dismayed at the utter predict
ability of this film that seems
to hopelessly straddle the line
between romantic comedy and
drama.

www.movies.mainetoday.com

Entertainment for the
Impoverished
Erin Christian
Aits and Entertainment Columnist

From now until March 4, the
Jepson Center for the Arts will
present a special selection of
artwork in celebration of Black
History Month. While the exhi
bition will be extensive, a couple
of the highlights of this exhibi
tion will include the Telfair's
untitled beach scene by Henry
Ossawa Tanner of 1880—one of
the fewexisting marine paintings
by the first African American
artist to achieve international
acclaim—and canvases by Har
lem Renaissance artist Romare
Bearden. Admission to the Je
pson Center for the Arts is free
for members and children under
5 years of age, $10 for adults, $8
for seniors and AAA m embers,
$5 for college students, and $4
for children aged 5-12.
Henry Ossawa Tanner was
born in 1859 to an affluent,
well-educated African-American
family, and hewas raised primar
ily in Philadelphia. His father,
Benjamin Tucker Tanner, was
a minister in the African Meth
odist Episcopal Church, and his
mother, Sarah, escaped slavery
as a child on the Underground
Railroad. Tanner began to paint
when he was thirteen, and from
1879 until 1885 he studied with
the dean of the American Natu
ralist school, Thomas Eakins, at
the Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts. Tanner obtained a
patronage of Bishop and Mrs.
Hartzell and moved to Paris,
France in 1891. Around 1893,

Tanner began to generate works
that afforded the dignity that
white American artists at the time
neglected to illustrate to African
American life. For instance, in
his painting "The Banjo Lesson,"
Tanner tackles the stereotypical
uneducated slovenly AfricanAmerican man playing the banjo
with a poignant image portraying
a man teaching his young protege
to play the instrument. Since
popular nineteenth-century im
agery of the African-American
male had divested him of au
thority and leadership, Tanner in
"The Banjo Lesson" recreated the
African-American male in the role
of father, mentor, and sage.
Another dynamic artist fea
tured in the Jepson
exhibition is Romare
Bearden.
Born in
7
North Carolina in 1912,
Bearden relocated to the
Harlem neighborhood of
New York City w ith his
family in 1915. Bearden
started painting later in |
his life than many of his
contemporaries, and his
latent talents took lon
ger to develop. Between
1945 and 1947, Bea rden
presented three solo ex
hibitions at the Samuel
Kootz Gallery in New
York, and throughout §*
the middle years of his
life he served in World
War II and underwent
an intense study of "Old
Master" paintings in or
der to master the basic
structural elements of
acclaimed works of art.

Because he did not like to draw
under observation in museums,
he enlarged black-and-white
photographs of "Old Master"
works to copy in the privacy of
his home. The black-and-white
photographs encouraged him to
apply color instinctively with
out the constraint of consider
ing the original color palettes.
This free and vibrant use of
color later greatly influenced
his collages. Bearden lived a
full and rich life, despite his
rather late entry into the art
world, and he studied at the
Sorbonne in Paris, joined the
Harlem Artists Guild, and
worked as a social worker with
the New York City Department
of social services from the mid
1930s up until the 1960s.
For more information about
this exhibition, contact Laura
Woolley at wooleyl@telfair.org
or 912-790-8860.
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This Bird Can Sing

David Williams
A&E Editor

Lily Allen will make you veiy, very
happy. Sheis smart, funny, beautiful
and honest in a way that American
pop stars are not. She writes songs
about ex-boyfriends, nights at the
club, pothead brothers, and the dirty
streets of London that are delivered
with a spoonful of sugary sweet pop
music that would not sound out of
place on a Gwen Stefani album. "Al
right Still is an impressive collec
tion of hooks and dance beats that
narrows the gap between The Spice
Girls and Eminem.
Like fellow Brit Mike Skinner
of The Streets, Allen rhymes with
a wit and precision that can make
you laugh, make you think, and
definitely make you dance. "Alright
Still" is what an Ashlee Simpson CD
would sound like if Ashlee Simpson
was talented, smart, and into The
Clash.
"Alright Still" has already been
a chart smash and critics' favorite
in England and has finally been
released over here in the States.
Allen s notoriety began when she
started posting singles on MySpace.
She eventually landed a record deal
and might be on her way to interna
tional fame.
The fifth track, "Not Big," is one
of many disses directed at ex-boy
friends. It is easy to feel completely
sorry for anyone who has ever
dumped Miss Allen, after hearing
lyrics like "Yeah let's rewind, let's
turn back time to when you couldn't
get it up," and "I'm gonna tell the
world that you're rubbish in bed
now. And that you're small in the
game." One can only imagine that
being "small in the game" might be
a reference to not-quite-sufficient
manhood, but more often than not
she skips the metaphor and just

Humor Columnist
It has come
to my attention
lately—though,
in all hon
esty, slowly
throughout the
course of time
ough a series of tests, quizzes,
fetime of inadequacy and disapntment, and various dating web;s—that I am less than intelligent,
n "sophomoric" and "immature"
I "dunce-like, though without the
ks of wearing a pretty rad looking
." I know those words are meant
lurt me and criticize me, but they
1't b ecause I do not know what
y mean. I'm a third year, not a
ihomore, duh.
ther way, it is time for me to stop
tending. I am pretty dumb. I had
ise spell check in order for "dum"
>e changed to "dumb." However,
nehow I coerced the fine people
his fine newspaper to give me a
nor column, of all things, so that
ybe I can spread some smiles
und campus with my one-of-ad brand of potty-humor that is
lally on the blooper reels of Rob
ineider films such as The Ani1" and whichever ones involved
1 being a male prostitute,
should think that my supply of
es involving bodily functions
1 reproductive organs-and we
know the endless possibilities
erent in these two major catego> of humor—would be enough to
(iciently buoy my column to the
>er echelons of humor writing and
ty repartee. But I am wrong. Pejokes and references to "the spa;tti incident" alone are not enough
me to last in this fast-pac
ed world
:omedy where only the smartest,
t, and brightest manage to make
sal impact...I mean, I should have
>wn this after watching only one
sode of "Home Improvement
I failed to realize that I would
re to struggle against alio
1 Collins) in order to be that witty
1 smart.
his all brings me to my secon
nt: I do not see anything in
isically wrong with being "" V
igent I think that curse words
always funny, and that using
"S word" is only really off
5 to s omeone with a lisp.

FRIDAY, FEB. 9
TheAASU Department ofArt, Music &Theatre presents Piano
Fest 2007 guest clinician, Jennifer Hayghe, from Ithaca Col
lege, in a guest artist recital at 7:30 p.nr. in the AASU Fine
Arts Auditorium. General admission: Only $5. Call 927.5381
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, for ticketing information.
SUNDAY, FEB. 10

"Smile

TheAASU Department of Art, Music &Theatre presents Piano
Fest 2007 guest clinician, Jennifer Hayghe, from Ithaca Col
lege, in a guest artist recital at 7:30 p.m. in the AASU Fine
Arts Auditorium. General admission: Only $5. Call 927.5381
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, for ticketing information.

(version
revis
ited)" is
also proof
that a Lily

A l l e n

Rating System
4.0 A
3.0 B
2.0 C
1.0 D
0.0 F

The Youth and Beauty Brigade:
On the Intelligentsia
Kevin Daiss

Calendar of Events

comes right out and says what
she means.
There are veryfew throwaway
tracks on this disc. One of the
standouts is "Smile (version
revisited)" where Allen is
backed by a great live
band. This track
makes the lis
tener hope
mm
Jf
that for the
next album
she drops the
synthesized ska
beats and em
ploys a band j
for the en
tire disc.

concert
would be
amazing.
"Alright
Still" is
the
best
British import
since "The Office"
and might serve as a
^
great Valentine's Day
present for an ex-boy;
friend that has a very
high opinion of himself.
Lily Allen should be a huge pop
star and listening to "Alright Still"
will help you understand why.
Lily Allen "Alright Still" 3.6 A/B+

a firm believer in complete idiocy.
Look at it this way, if yo u will in
dulge me fora moment: The smarter
one is,the more readily prepared one
such person is to manipulate situa
tions to their benefit over the less
intelligent because—by virtue of
the less intelligent person's lack of,
well, intelligence—the more obtuse
person will not have the mental fac
ulties to properly assess the situ
ation
at hand and possibly stop a member
of the Intelligentsia from taking the
advantage. In short, intelligence
leads all too easily to corruption and
debauchery. The best drug dealers
are the smartest ones. The best se
rial killers are the smartest ones. The
best politicians are...well, that's still
open for discussion, actually.
But the things that really matter in
life—love, friendship, and all those
other silly idealistic things—are
best executed by a slightly dumber
person. The best friends are stupid,
and it's beautiful because they don't
ever realize how much you don't re
ally like them. The best lovers are
pretty much barely functioning at a
human brain-activity level, and it's
glorious because they'll never know
you were schtooking your secretary
at the office in lieu of "working late
on this huge project...yeah, the boss
is really on my ass this time..." The
best students are the ones that still
have trouble tying their shoes be
cause they can still be taught. They
are not so wrapped up in their own
pseudo-intellectual ego tripping that
they are completely closed off from
opening up to new possibilities in
knowledge, thinking, perception,
and understanding. (Not to men
tion the fact that if it weren't for the
idiot kids still thinking they should
be in collegeand not learning how to
work the deep-fryer at Checker's our
entire system of economics in insti
tutions of higher education would go
down faster than [INSERT EITHER
NICOLE RITCHIE OR PARIS HIL
TON HERE].)
So, I say, three cheers forthe dumb,
unintelligent, stupid, thick,and dimwitted. I read in some book once—
which is an accomplishment for li'l
ol' me, because it didn't have pictures
anywhere—that "the meek shall in
herit the earth." I believe this. I also
believe that the dumb will m ake it
the coolest place ever without all the
smarty-farties to ruin it.

Look Out

THURSDAY, FEB. 8-16
The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents An
Artistic Discovery, the annual United States Congressional
High School Juried Art Exhibition for the Georgia st
1 and 12th
Districts in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m., weekdays. Admission is free. Call 927.5381
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays, for information.

Classifieds
Attention Students! Looking to buy or sell books, clothes cars and more? Recently
realized you need new roommates or a new living space? Look no further than placing
a classified in your student newspaper! Members of AASU faculty, students, and staff
may place classifieds for FREE in the Inkwell. The classifieds are limited to no more
than 50 words and may contain no profanity. Email Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu,
Attn: Teresa to have your classified placed!

Living
Savannah's Best
Rental Properties
Southside Savannah
5 Rio Road
New 3BR, 2BA, home w/
wrap-a-round porch, near
malls, hospitals, downtown,
6 AASU
savannahsbestproperties.com
621 Derrick Inn Rd.
Good starter home w/ 2bdrms,
lba and a large yard
savannahsbestproperties.com
112 Inca
Spacious, brick/siding home
w/lots of updating, efficiency
apt. or mother-in-law suite
also on propety
savannahsbestproperties.com
Waterfront Apt.
Furnished, 1BR, efficiency
apt. on the Forest River, near
AASU
savannahsbestproperties.com
425 Tibet
l-3br, 2ba apt. unit, across
from Largo-Tibet Elementary,
near malls & hospitals
savannahsbestproperties.com

Savannah Real Estate
Investments, Inc.
912-921-1000
Nice apt. located in midtown
10 minutes from downtown and
5 from Veteran's pkwy. $500/
mo., washer/dryer, wireless in

ternet, cable TV, a dog & cat,
Call 912-443-0109 for info

FOR SALE: 1995 WHITE
240sx, 5 spd, Carbon Fiber
Hood (small crack), Intake
For Rent Spacious 2 bed/1.5 (AEM), NO AC, No LSD. Runs
bath townhome on Southside Fine. Minor crack on windshield
Savannah in Leeds Gate. Over from Previous owner (from
1000 Sq. Ft with fireplace and hood). Diver window needs a
new paint and carpet. 6 month power relay ($20). $4000 OBO.
and 1 year lease available with Contact Yang 678-488-3200 or
$750/month and $750 deposit jak_somethin@yahoo.com .
starting Dec 1st. Call for de
tails! 912-495-9211

Help Wanted

FOR RENT Vacant Apartment
one bedroom, bath, kitchen, refrig., stove, all utilities included,
close to AASU and St. Joseph's,
private entrance, $600 month,
call 925-4728
Georgetown - Christian Female
seeks female share 4 bedroom
home includes large bonus
room, bedroom, bathroom,
cable/utilities only $475 Call
507-8850, 920-8850

For Sale
For Sale Western apparel (used)
for women starting at $5.00 and
up OBO, brand name shirts,
pants, boots, hats, belts & buck
les, 659-8950 leave message.
3 piece sectional sofa/bed, like
new! Green, corner recliner w/2
armrests, remote/magazine com
partments w/ speakerphone, mas
saging chair, & wood grain end
tables, one side hasqueen pull out
bed & magazine compartment in
armrest, other side has & pull
out food& drink tray, recliner,
& magazine compartment in
armrest. Originally $3000, ask
ing $1500 OBO. 659-8950 leave
message, Effingham

Yard Work $ 15/hr, 2 hours
twice a month, flexible hours,
925-4728
Now Hiring The Inkwell is now
hiring writers and photogra
phers. Pay is $5-$15 perarticle/
photograph and dependent on
several conditions. Please email
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu to
begin building a professional
portfolio today!

Miscellaneous
Experienced Musician available
to teach private or group clarinet
lessons of any level. Email ad9
701@students.armstrong.edu for
more information.
Intuitive Tarot Readings for
$5. Contact intuitivetarotreads@
yahoo.com with your question.
All questions answered withing
24-48 hours by email. Payment
to be made through Paypal.
Place your classified today to
promote your band, buy or sell
items, find a roommate, etc.
We're here for you! Email ink
well@mail.armstrong.edu and
send it to ATTN: Teresa to get it
placed today!
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fast - convenient - affordable
WORKOUT 24/7 w/ NO ANNUAL CONTRACTS!!
COMING TO GEORGETOWN MID-FEBRUARY.....

MONTHLY AGREEMENTS ONLY
* 24/7 CLUB ACCESS
*CARDIO, STRENGTH, PERSONALTRAINING
*STUDENT DISCOUNTS
WHY COMMIT YOUR $$$ TO SOME ANNUAL CONTRACT?!

PLEASE, WAIT FOR YOUR GEORGETOWN SNAP.
YOU'LL LOVE IT!

Guess WhoISaw.
*

APPLICATIONS FOR STUDENT

GOVERNMENT
SENATORS

OFFICERS
FOR

AND

2007-2008

ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH

19,

FEB

2007

LEADERSHIP

STUDENT

APPLICATIONS

CAN

BE

SUBMITTED

ONLINE

AT

WWW,SA.ARMSTRONG.EDU/

ACTIVITIES OR IN THE STUDENT

A C T I V I T I E S O F F I C E < MCC 201 )
*

SGA

CANDIDATES

ON FEB 2 :
VERSITY

MEETING

OON I N TH E U N

DI N I N G RO D M

* S G A EL E C T I O N S W I L L F E G I N AT
9 A.M

OIN

1 vi AKLM o

! H T HROUGH

9 A.M.. ON MATCH 8 TH.

PULASE

LOG ON TO PIRATE'S COVE TO
VOTE!

mm

Voted Best Library on Campus!

Awaow ATLANTIC
STATE UNivmsm

